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Abstract
One of the most critical challenges in applying machine learning techniques to automated reasoning is the need to work with an enormous
action space. Not only does it make the exploration difficult, but also it is
very time-consuming to generate at inference time. In this work, we introduce latent action space with a world model to speed up the efficiency of
action generation, with the potential of alleviating the exploration problem, as well as improving sample efficiency using the world model.
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Introduction

One of the major challenges in theorem proving [14, 2, 7, 12, 10, 11, 6] is the
need to deal with an enormous action space. In the most general setting, the
action space for a theorem proving agent consists of a sequence of strings, representing a tactic application along with theorem parameters, or an intermediate
proposition, or a new definition, lemma, theorem statements. This approach
also has been adopted in recent works using transformer-based models [12, 6],
because of its generality (e.g., the capability of generating new terms). However,
due to the nature of autoregressive generation for such actions, even doing one
action generation requires a quiet amount of time, not to mention if one wants
to search multiple steps ahead.
In this work, we propose to learn such a high-level representation, by embedding the raw action space into a latent action space.

2

Method

In order to embed the action into a continuous latent space, we first introduce
an action encoder and an action decoder.
• Encoderaction : action space → latent action space : α ∼ q(α|a).
• Decoderaction : latent action space → action space : â ∼ p(â|α).
We can train the action encoder and decoder using the reconstruction objective:
Lrec = D(p(a)||p(â|a)),
(1)
P
where p(â) = α p(â|α)q(α|a) and D is a metric on the distribution of actions.
The most natural choice is the KL divergence (cross entropy loss) between the
original action distribution (label) and the decoded action distribution.
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However, we cannot directly work with latent action space, because the
environment only accepts the raw action space as input. Therefore, an “environment” in the latent space is necessary for this purpose. This then naturally
leads us into the model-based RL techniques [13, 3, 4, 8, 5].
We hence introduce the following components. Firstly, we introduce a state
encoder, that encodes the proof state xt into a latent state space Z represented
by a continuous vector, as well as its counterpart, a state decoder – that decodes
the latent state back to the proof state.
• State encoder: zt ∼ q(zt |zt−1 , αt , xt )
• State decoder: x̂t ∼ p(x̂t |zt )
Next, given the latent state space, we introduce the latent transition operator. The transition operator will sample the next latent state given the latent
state and action at the current time step. Namely, we use a neural network
model to learn the internal dynamics of the theorem proving engine, performing
the deduction step of theorem proving.
• Latent transition operator: ẑt ∼ p(ẑt |zt−1 , αt−1 )
To train the state encoder and decoder, we also use a reconstruction objective
as the case of latent actions. To train the transition operator, we use a forward
prediction loss – the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth latent state
and the predicted latent state. Furthermore, to add more semantic groundings
for the latent action space, we also use the forward prediction loss to train the
action and state encoder. To summarize, the total loss objective is written
below:
L = Lrec (a) + Lrec (x) + Lf orward .
Given a latent transition operator, one can perform efficient planning in
the latent space – looking ahead by unrolling the state dynamics for a number
of steps. Unlike generating a full sequence of tokens at each step, the latent
action allows a one-shot generation, immensely shortening the planning time.
There are many possibilities in terms of integrating the transition operator with
various kinds of search algorithms, such as best-first search, MCTS, etc. – a
vast space for exploration.

3

Experiments

We start by learning the state and action encoding, as well as the dynamics
of the INequality Theorem proving benchmark (INT) [15]. We generate 40000
proof trajectories using INT using a cardinality of an axiom combination K = 3
and a length of a proof L = 7. The data set then contains 149009 distinct
transitions which are split into training and test data sets with a 80:20 ratio.
We use a character-level transformer to learn the latent representations of
both state and action, and use an MLP to learn the internal dynamics (i.e. the
transition operator) of INT. The transformer uses 256 embedding dimensions,
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Table 1: Performance on the test set. BLEUrec−action (resp. BLEUrec−state )
denotes the BLEU score of the reconstructed actions. BLEUtrans denotes the
BLEU score of the predicted states by applying the transition operator once.
QED accuracy is the percentage of correctly predicted QEDs by applying the
transition operator once.

Methods
LCE
LM SE

BLEUrec−action

BLEUrec−state

BLUEtrans

QED accuracy (%)

96.98
73.87

94.12
69.38

88.23
60.18

94.20
0

8 attention heads and 1024 hidden dimensions for position-wise feed-forward
layers. We also use dropout with rate 0.1, label smoothing with coefficient 0.1,
and a maximum 128 tokens for both training and evaluation examples. The
MLP is a residual block with two hidden layers of dimensions 1024 and 512. We
use the Adam optimizer [9] for training.
We experiment with two different forward losses for training the transition
operator. LCE denotes the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth target
state and the decoded predicted latent state. LM SE denotes the mean squared
error between the encoded ground truth of target state and the predicted latent
state. We implement our algorithms in JAX [1] and run both experiments for
100k training steps using a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU and 8 cores of an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz.
Table 1 shows the quality of the transition prediction and the reconstruction
of states and actions when evaluated on the test set. When calculating the
BLEU scores for transition predictions, we separate out those whose references
are a single “QED” token (which indicates the end of the proof) to make sure
that BLEU scores reflect the quality of prediction properly1 . We add an additional metric called QED accuracy which is the percentage of exact matches of
the QED token. Figure 1 shows the quality of transition prediction when the
state dynamics is unrolled for a number of steps using the learned transition
operator. It can be seen that the transition operator trained using LCE outperforms the one trained using LM SE by a large margin, and that the latter lacks
the ability to correctly predict QEDs.

4

Discussion

There has been an early investigation on latent space for mathematical reasoning [10], which shows promising results of neural networks for predicting the
latent state several steps ahead, in the HOList system with an ad-hoc action
1 For example, if we have references: [“QED”,“QED”,“QED”,“QED”] with predictions:
[“to ((((b ∗ a) + (a ∗ b)) ∗ (a ∗ (a + b))) ∗ (c ∗ 1)) = ((((a + b) ∗ a) ∗ (a + b)) ∗ (c ∗
1))”,“QED”,“QED”,“QED”]), the BLEU score of this corpus is only 0.79, which does not
reflect the quality of prediction properly.
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Figure 1: Quality of transition operator with respect to the number of steps
unrolled. Given a state s, we look ahead n steps by recursively applying the
transition operator to s and the subsequent ground truth actions corresponding
to s. The further we unroll, the more difficult it becomes for the transition
operator to correctly predict the target states. Note the different scale on right
for QED accuracy. Step 7 has a QED accuracy instead of a BLEU score because
all target states at step 7 are QEDs.
space. Greatly inspired by it, we propose to build a full-fledged latent space
system for the most general action space, to improve mathematical reasoning
in planning efficiency. In the meantime, the world model potentially can speed
up the interaction time with the environment, and also improve the sample efficiency. Furthermore, we believe if the latent space is semantically grounded,
exploration in the latent action space can also provide big gains over exploring with a sequence of long tokens. We hope our work provides a meaningful
direction to future machine learning models for theorem proving.
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